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. , .. 
EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 

1. In April 1991, the Commission sent the Council a proposal for a 
Regulation on cooperation with developing countries in Latin America and 
Asia. The text went to great lengths to accommodate the Counci 1 guide! ines 
and the concerns repeatedly voiced by the European Pari lament. 

From the outset these concerns have been incorporated, using concise legal 
language, into the Commission proposal. 

2. The European Parliament delivered its opinion on 9 September 1991. 

Consideration of the amendments contained in it reveals that, while the 
European Pari iament agrees with the guidelines put forward by the 
Commission and approved by the Counci I on 19 December 1990, it would 1 ike 
them to be more detailed. Therefore, in line with its normal practice, the 
Commission thought it appropriate to amend a number of articles, using the 
Pari lament's wording, which In addition reflect the tenor of the Counci I 's 
activities. 

3. The amendments accepted by the Commission and introduced into the 
amended proposal can be seen as enhancing the Commission's initial 
proposal. They are as follows: 

Fourth Recital; 
Art cle 1~ first paragraph and end of second par~graph; 
Art cle 2, second paragraph; 
Art cle 2a (new); 
Art cle 3, first paragraph; 
Art cle 4, first paragraph· a and third paragraph; 
Art cle 4a, part of first paragraph and second paragraph; 
Art cle 4b; 
Art"cle 4c; 
Art cle 4d; 
Art cle 4e; 
Art cle 4f, first subparagraph; 
Art cle 4g; 
Art cle 4h, first paragraph; 
Art cle 5~ fifth indent a and b; 
Art cle 6, first paragraph; 
Art1cle 7, first paragraph, second subparagraph; second and third 
paragraphs; fourth subparagraph; 
Article 8; 
Art i c I e 12 ( 1 ) ; 
Article 13, part of first subparagraph, and third subparagraph. 

The following amendments were not adopted: 
Rec ita I 5a: 
Art"cle 1, second paragraph; 
Art cle 
Art cle 
Art cle 
Art cle 
Art cle 
Art cle 
Art cle 

3, second paragraph a; 
4, first and second paragraph; 
4a, third subparagraph; 
6, third subparagraph; 
7, first paragraph, subparagraphs 1, 3 and 4; 
12(2), second and fourth subparagraphs; 
13, second paragraph. 



This was either because they cause real problems in administering the 
implementation of the projects, refer to procedures which are too narrow or 
specific, fall outside the scope of the Regulation or because Community 
discussion on the subject is not sufficiently advanced. 

4. Therefore, the Commission wi II present the amended proposal, replacing 
proposal COM/91/104 to the Council, with a view to its being adopted as 
swiftly as possible. 

• 
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Amended proposal for a 

CQUNGIL REGULATION <EECl 

ON FINANCIAL AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO 

AND EQQNQMIC cooPERATION WITH THE DEVELOPING 

CQUNTRIES IN ASIA AND LATIN AMERICA 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community, and in particular 
Article 235 thereof, 

Having regard to the proposals from the 
Commission, 

Having regard to the opinion of the European 
Par I i ament, 

Whereas, since 1976, the Community has been 
pursuing a policy of financial and technical 
cooperation with the developing countries in 
Asia and Latin America and has, in more recent 
times, also embarked on economic cooperation 
with those countries; whereas these forms of 
cooperation are part of an overall pol icy of 
cooperation with the developing countries as a 
whole which includes expansion of their trade by 
integration into the multilateral trade system, 
by appropriate measures to be tal<en within the 
relevant international organizations and by 
specific measures such as the Community system 
of generalized preferences; 

Whereas the current process of European 
construction and the growing influence of the 
Community worldwide justify the continuation of 
mutually advantageous economic cooperation with, 
and Community development aid to, the developing 
countries in Asia and Latin America, the 
extension of such policies to other countries or 
economic sectors, increased financing for such 
policies and efforts to ensure that they are 
better adapted to national and local needs 
within each region; 

Whereas the European Counci 1 has on a number of 
occasions confirmed the Community's political 
w iII to reinforce its cooper at ion with reg ions 
of the world where the level of development is 
still insufficient and to do so via an 
increased, coordinated and multi-faceted effort 
on the part of the Community and its 
Member States; 
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Commission text 
Fourth rec ita I 

Whereas the European Parliament has examined the 
matter In detail on a number of occasions and 
has called for such reinforced cooperation and 
for a revision of present legislation in order 
to ensure greater efficiency and increased 
transparency; 

Recital Sb (new) 

Whereas the Counci I has adopted conclusions 
supporting the Commission's suggested long-term 
guide I i nes for such cooper at ion with regard to 
the priorities and sectors for consideration and 
the desirability of increasing the resources to 
be allocated to them and of enabling indicative 
medium-term programming for those resources to 
be undertaken; 

Amendments 

Whereas the European Parliament has 
examined the matter in detail on a 
number of occasions and has called 
for such reinforced cooperation and 
for a revision of present 
legislation in order to ensure 
,greater efficiency and increased 
transparency and has called for the · -
implementation of a genuine 
cooperation strategy based on 
mul tiannual programmes meeting the 
specific needs of these two regions 
of the world, providing a range of 
measures suited to the different 
situations of the groupings of 
countries in these continents and 
endowed with adequate financial 
resources; 

whereas there is a need to ensure 
that the budgetary authority is 
informed as to coordination between 
the projects' planning and their_ 
financial implications and as to the 
transparency of co-financing with 
Member States or other donors; 

.. 
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Commission text 

Whereas both the Council and European 
Parliament, while confirming traditional fields 
of action, have Identified new priorities 
relating, in particular, to the environment, the 
human dimension of development and the need for 
economic cooperation to take place in the mutual 
interest of the Community and its partner 
countries; 

Whereas the rules governing the administration 
of f i nanc i a I and techn i ca I assistance to, and 
economic cooperation with, the Asian and 
Latin American developing countries should be 
established; 

Whereas it is therefore necessary to repeal 
Counc i I Regulation (EEC) No 442/81 of 17 
February 1981 on financial and technical aid to 
non-associated developing countries,1 and to 
replace it with this Regulation; 

Whereas the Treaty does not provide specific 
powers of action for the adoption of this 
Regulation other than those contained in Article 
235, 

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 

Article 1 

The Comrnun i ty sha I I contInue and broaden 
Community cooperation with the developing 
countries in Asia and Latin Amer lea, not being 
signatories to the Lome Convention and not 
benefiting from the Community's policy of 
cooperation with the Mediterranean region, 
hereinafter referred to as "ALA developing 
countries". This cooperation shall involve 
f i nanc i a! and techn i ca I development assistance 
and economic cooperation. In this connection 
the Community attaches the utmost importance to 
promoting human rights, freedom of trade and of 
cultural exchanges and environmental protection, 
by means of an increasing dialogue on political, 
economic and soc·i a I issues within a perspective 
of mutual interest. 

OJ No L 48, 21.2.1981, p. 8. 

Amendments 

The Community shall continue and 
broaden Community cooperation with 
the developing countries in Asia and 
Latin America, not being signatories 
to the Lome Convention and not 
benefiting from the tommunity's 
polir;;_y of cooperation with the 
Mediterranean region, hereina·f ter 
referred to as 'ALA developing 
countries'. This cooperation shall 
jnvolve financial and technical 
development assistance and economic 
cooperation. In this connection the 
Community attached the utmost 
importance to promoting and 
defending human rights, including 
the cultural and ethnic dimensions 
thereof, supporting democratic 
processes - particularly as regards 
equal treatme_nt for womef!.--=. and _tg 
freedom of trade and of cultural 
exchanges and of environmental 
protection, by means of an incrc.;:Jse 
in dialogue on politic a 1, econori, ic 
a n d s o c i a l i s s u e s w i l h i n t !1 E?_ 

perspect.jve of QI:(Jm<,>J.:0.!.CJ mutual, 
.§..1,15 t9.i.rwb.le d'~'!~ lQpme!.l.t.. 
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Commission text Amendments 

Article 1, first paragraph b (new) 

Article 2 

All the ALA developing countries shal 1 be 
eligible for financial and technical assistance 
and economic cooperation. 

·The recipients of aid and partners in 
cooperation can Include not only States and 
regions but decentralized authorities. pub I ic 
agencies, local or traditional communities, 
private institutes and operators. including 
cooperatives and non-governmental organizations. 

However, in cases of activities the 
direct beneficiaries of which are 
sectors of the population faced with 
major problems of development, the 
only condition to which aid shall be 
made subject shall be a ouarantee 
that it is channelled effectively 
and without interference to those 
groups for whom it is intended. 

All the ALA developing countries 
shall be eligible for financial and 
technical assistance and economic 
cooperation. 

The recipients of aid· andl.Q£_ 
partners in cooperation can include 
not only States and regions but 
deceatral ized authorities, public 
organizations, regional 
organizations, local or traditional 
communities, private institutes and 
operators, private economic 
entities, including cooperatives 
undertakings in the 'economi~ 
sociale' sector, associations and 
foundations with a properly defined 
objective and non-governmental 
organizations. 
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Commission text Amendments 

Financial and Technical Assistance 

Article 3 

The principal aim of financial and technical 
_ assistance shal I _be to _ improve the J i vI ng 

standards of the neediest sections of the 
population and to implement measures In areas 
where domestic resources are hard to mob I I i ze 
but which are of strategic Importance either for 
the development of the countr les concerned or 
for the International community as a whole. 

It shall be targeted primarily on the poorest 
ALA developing countries. 

- F inancia I 
, __ priority 

improving 

Article 4 

and techn I ca I assistance sha 1 1 
to developing the rural sector 
the level of food security. 

give 
and 

The principal aim of financial and 
technical assistance shall be to 

__ iinpro~e the living stimdards of the 
neediest sections of the population 
- especially women - by implementiQg 
programmes and proi ects in all 
sectors in which Community aid can 
make a decisive contribution; in 
particular measures may be 
implemented in areas where economic 
and human resources are hard to 
mobilize but which are of strategic 
importance either for the 
development of the countries 
concerned or for the international 
community as a whole. 
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Commission text Amendments 

Article 4, first paragraph a (new) 

Financial and technical assistance 
may be channelled primarily and in 
duly justified cases to the ALA 
developing countries in which rural 
development and improvements to food 
security are hampered by inadequate 
general infrastructure. 

Article 4, second to fourth paragraphs 

Furthermore. consideration shall be given In alI 
operations to protecting the environment and 
natural resources. to the human dimension of 
development, notably the role of women, to the 
problems of population growth and to matters 
concerning the relations between towns and the 
countryside. 

A significant proportion of the aid shall be set 
aside for proJects more specifically aimed at 
environmental protection. 

Deleted 

Deleted 

Aid may a I so take the form of act ion to fight 
drugs, to Improve 1 ivlng conditions In large 
cities. and to contribute to the structural 
dimension of development. 

Deleted 

Article 4, third paragraph (new) 

Article 4 a (new) 

Consideration shall be given to the 
problems in this sector faced by 
small country towns. 

T h C' __ c;_rL'{J.X . .Ql!J!!.. e n _t ___ .Ei.Jst ___ n_.a t u r i!.l. 
£.~.2.Q.hl _1;:.5,;£ ~ __ ..§l]1f._.u_ __ ~Q!.!~i t,j_ tl}_L~ a new 
priori t__y_ of_[i_nanci!'!l and technical 
cooperation. 



Commission text 

• 

Article 4b (new) 

Amendments 

A percentage of total resources 
allocated to financial and technical 
cooperation shall be reser·,rcd for 
specific projects to protect the 
environment. This reserve may b-~ 

increased under the annual budget 
procedure and shall be used to 
finance programmes and projects 
designed, inter alia, to; 

·- increase awareness. train staff 
and technicians and make general 
improvements to infrastructure in 
the ALA developing countries, 

- carry out feasibility studies and 
pilot projects. 

The human dimension of development 
shall be taken into account in all 
areas of intervention. 
Among the most disadvantaged groups, 
particular consideration shall be 
given to women and programmes and 
projects shall be adopted to develop 
their role in b9osting development, 
especially in the rural sectors of 
production and grassroots 
organizations. Such projects or 
programmes must serve to increase 
the active involvement of women on 
terms of eguali ty, not only in the 
processes of production but also in 
social activities and decision
makin_g_,_ 
M1L.rni.l..Y __ t~g!{lr]_n.~lled j;g_jJ_1e __y:a.ri ous 
indigenous ethnic oroups through 
measures to encourage the 
preservation of their culture and 
social organization. 
A i d m a y t a k e i n t o a c c o u n t_ 
demographic problems and financial 
and human resources may be allocated 
to proposed measures which have the 
support of grassroots communities. 
This may include information on 
family planning, for instance, as 
part of health informatiQ_Q__..QL 
educational activities. 
~Q..Il).rr11'.~lLt Y .. __ <.U c] __ mi_!_y ____ t1<;> _ _g_r::;:J_rt\., 'r) __ _f.Q.l: 
_i __ n!P.I:9Y.!'.!ll<~n(!; _t_c_>_}_j_y_)r_lg -~Q_rJ_r;lj__t 1g!1~; )_!! 

!?..i.9.-£.:i..t: j_.~_!i __ ~.!l __ tJ!~-----.(Q.!:·"~-..91. _m,;"~'?..'l r_~!i 
i.ll.,9.l.~iD.9.:. 
· l)ty ___ tl ii_~!§J!:_t: ___ Qj ___ !'J)_';'_C i ,; J ___ i 7.~:-~ 

_t:_yciJ!!is·;,_L.;>k il)_l; __ t.'! ... r-Ql_y~ r~t:.(J.l>J ''"'.!2 
2.L . .!!!:_bar.!_.i nf ra ~; t ructure j r: SS~<;.raJ_ 
?.D.9____1b9_eg_ of hQusi..!:!_g_,__]_,,_::{l] __ lli__!"mr~ 

!.ri! ~-~E2.t:.L.!.!1_.12~ r_!:.i._c_yl ~r ... 

thP._i!!!P~em~_!:!_lat] on~>.f.9..J<::.r:-J~.s _ __i_G 
!Jle ..!!.QQ.::.._governmenta 1 sect9.r__,_ 
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Co mm i s s i ·on t e x t 

Article 4 c (new) 

. Article 4 d (new) 

Amendments 

T h e c u l·t u r a 1 d i m e n s i o n o f 
development must be constantly borne 

, in mind in all activities and 
programmes in which the Community is 
invoived . 

The structural dimension of 
development is a priority which 
financial and technical cooperation 
shall take into account so as to 
overcome the major financial and 
technical barriers -and the social 
consequences endured by many ALA 
developing countries as a result of 
stringent structural adjustment 
policies. 

Certain measures of a structural 
character may be developed in an 
entire ·sector I region of a country 
or group of countries with the aim 
of promoting sustainable 
development. In such cases I 

coordination may take place with 
other international financial 
institutions and bilateral donors. 



Commission text Amendments 

Article 4 e (new) 

(formerly Article 4, fifth paragraph) 

Part of the aid may be used for rehabilitation 
and reconstruction fo I I owIng disasters of a I I 

~ kinds and for preventive measures. 

Part of the aid may be used for 
rehabilitation and reconstruction 
following disasters of all kinds and 
for preventive measures. 

Article 4 f (new) 

Financial and technical assistance 
!!§.Y be granted to ALA developing 
countries to draw up anti-drug 
programmes which include preventive 
measures or crop-conversion 
projects. 

Article 4 g (new) 

(formerly Article 4, sixth paragraph) 

(plus additional final indent) 

Regional cooperation among developing countries 
shall be considered an important area for 
financial and technical cooperation, 
particularly in the following fields: 

cooperation on the environment; 
the development of intra-regional 
the strengthening of 
institutions; 

trade; 
regional 

Regional cooperation among_ 
developinq countries shall be 
considered an important area for 
financial and technical cooperation, 
p a r t l-c u 1 a r 1 y i n t h e f o 1 1 ow i n g_ 
fields: 

- cooperation on the environment: 
- the develoQment of intra-regional 

trade; 
- the strengthening of __ regional 

institutions; 
- support for inteqration and the 

establishment of ioint ___QQJ_icies 
and activities among developi_!lq 
countries; 

- communications, particularly a~ 
regards standards, networks and 
.§.._El _ _r__y __ ! c e s , i n c J _ u d i n g__ 
teleco~~~Qjc~tions; 

- research and traininq connected 
with developm~nt; 

:- cooperation in the sphere of 
energy; 

- cul turaJ coopP.ratj (~ 
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Commission text 

support for integration and the 
establishment of Joint policies and 
activities among developing countries; 
communications, particularly as regards 
standards.. networks and services, 
inc.luding .telecommuni-cations; 
research and training connected with 
development; 
cooperatl·on in the sphere of ener;gy. 

Article 4 ~ (new) 

Article 5 

F i nanc i a 1 and techn i ca I assistance may be 
extended to the relatively more advanced 
countries of Asia and Latin America in specific 
fields or in cases where Community action is 
tak~n in resp6ns~ to disasters or implements new 
operations or policies which are essential at 
regional or international level in the following 
sectors: 

drugs; 
the environment and natural resources; 
the strengthening of institutions; 
pi lot schemes to help particularly 
under-pr i vi I eged sect ions of the 
popu I at ion ; 
regional cooperation. 

Amendments 

In order to improve efficiency in 
all areas of intervention governed 
by this regulation, coordinati,on 
shall be improved with bilateral aid 
f r·o m ·Member S t a t e s a.n d other 
international donors, whether states 
or financial institutions. 

- Cultura~port measures. 
- Public health 

I 

\\ 
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Commi::;sion text Amendments 

Economic Cooperation 

Article 6 

Economic cooperation shall contribute to the 
development of the ALA developing countries by 
he ip i ng them malce the most of the prospects 
opened up by the growth of lnternat ional trade 
and by the European single marlcet, and by 
enhancing the role of European businessmen, 
·technol·ogy·and know-how.----

Economic cooperation shall be aimed In 
particular to· supporting countries pursuing 
macroeconomic and sectoral policies open to 
trade and Investment and conducive to technology 
transfers, notably by ensuring the protection of 
industrial and Intellectual property rights. 

Economic cooperation shall 
contribute to the sustain<_!p_~

development of the ALl\ developin9" 
countries by helping them make the 
most of their economic, scientific 

-and human potential,and --of t h·e pros- -
pects opened up by the growth 
of internatiGnal t~ade and by 
the European single market, 
and by enhancing the role of 
European businessmen, techno
logy and know-how. 

Article 6, third paragraph (new) 

Economic 
sectors: 

cooperation shall include ·three 

1 - Improvement of scientific and 
technological potential and of the 
economic, social and cultural environment 
in general by means of training schemes 
and the transfer of lcnow-how. It shal I be 
directed chiefly at executives, economic 
decision-makers and instructors, and shall 
cover all economic, scientific and 
~echnical fields and, in particular 
energy, industrial and urban ecology and 
services technology. 

"--. 

Ih'2.._.i_ m__r> l _,: m~_n11!_l__i_o__D_ -~- -~·-~gl!_Q '!'i ~
!.='_9.£>L>t'Xi.lJ. l Oll_.!!!~~.i..~I~l_l_~:!,:~L_~l}_!~! ~ .. I -~~-~::~Q~~~ 
~I(_•d .~i~._!.l•~_£L_ed iJ,_ __ f~~i.J.~_ti_1~f: 
adm:inistered~Y. the EI!L_ 

7. Economic cooperation shall 
include three areas: 

~:· . 

, ....... 

Sl'!_Q?uragement sl~l_L_QQ__g__j_y_<1:r} 

to asf;ociation.§___Ql__Tesea:s·ch 
centres and jnst:itute§__[IQ!ll 
both sl.d~~L~ot::nt s!g;ll 
be taken of their abi l:i ty to 
acquire modern technology and 
know how rapidly and to 
§.Pr-ead this in the recipient 
country. Programmes may also 
be directed at administratiy~ 

;;_u~ tL __ _!)JOs_g_j._!! ____ (JJil.r' !!'__ ,, t 
f :ir_l<JDCe _jJ.!!2__ in!?_t:ruct QI.Ji_, 
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Commission text 

Article 7 (2) 

Improvement of the institutional 
structure, in order to render the 
legis I at 1 ve, adm In 1 stratI ve and soc Ia I 
climate more conducive to development. 

Article 7 (3) 

Support for undertakings, for example by 
means of training and technical assistance 
schemes, by the estab I I shment of direct 
contacts between undertakings and by 
schemes to facl I itate access to bigger 
markets without prejudice to the specific 
provisions on joint ventures laid down by 
council Regulation (EEC) No [on EC 
11P].* 

Regional cooperation must be 
important sector for economic 
particular: 

regarded as 
cooperation, 

an 
in 

cooperation on industrial 
ecology; 
intra-regional trade; 

* OJ No L 

and urban 

Amendments 

2. Improvement of the institutional 
structure, in order to render the 
le~islative~ economic, 
administrative and social climate 
more conducive to development. 

3. Support for undertakings, for 
example by means of sales 
promotion and training and 
technical assistance schemes, by 
the establishment of direct 
contacts between undertakings 
and by schemes to facilitate 
access to bigger markets without 
prejudice to the specific 
provisions on joint ventures 
laid down by Council Regulation 
(EEC) No .... [on EC 11P]. 

Regional cooperation must be 
regarded as an important sector 
for economic cooperation, in 
particular: 

- cooperation on industrial and 
urban ecology; 

- intra-regional trade; including 
especially, support for the 
endeavours of certain countries 
at mutual economic cooperation; 

• 
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Commission text 

regional institutions 
Integration; 
regional policies; 
communications. 
telecommunications; 
research and training; 

tor economic 

including 

cooperation In the sphere of energy. 

Amendments 

-regional institutions for 
economic integration; 

- regional policies; 
-communications, including 

telecommunications; 
- research and training; 

cooperation in the sphere of 
energy;_ 

- industrial cooperation; 
- .. cooper at i o.n on c u 1 t u r a 1 

exchanges. 

: IMPLSIENT.I NG PROCEDURES 

Article 8 

7 inanclal and technical assistance and economic 
:ooperation shall be provided mainly in the form 
,f .grants and shall draw on the financial 
·esources fixed by the genera I budget of the 
:uropean Communities. Co-financing with the 
4ember States or other donors sha II be sought 
.hrough greater coordination. The Community 
l'it'fure of the aid must. however. be maintained 
tS far as possible. 

Article 9 

Financial and technical assistance may cover 
II the expenditure on imports and loca I 
xpenditure required to carry out projects and 
rogrammes. 

aintenance and operating expenses for economic 
ooperation operations, training and research 
rogrammes and for development projects and 

"rogrammes may be covered subject to the proviso 
1hat in the case of the latter such expenses may 
e covered only at the launching stage and in 
ecreasing amounts. 

Financial and technical assistance 
and e~onomic cooperation shall be 
provided mainly in the form of 
grants and sha 11 draw on the 
financial resources fixed by the 
general budget of the European 
Communi ties. Co-financing with the 
Member States or other donors.._ 
whether states or international 
financial organizations, shall be 
sought through greater coordination. 
The Community nature of the ·aid 
must, however, be maintained as far 
as possible. 
Wherever pos!Sible, given the 
existence of multiannual forecasting 
for Community coupera t ion with ALA 
develo~ing. co~ntries, multiannual 
programming shall be introduced with 
regard to objectives, countries and 
where appropriat~. regions. · · ~ 

1. Financial and technical 
assi !'ilance may cover all the 
expenditure on imports and local 
expenditure required to carry 
out projects and programmes. 

Maintenance and operating expenses 
for .. economic cooperation 
operation~;, Ll:aining and r.-:;(~.-,rch 

programme:; r:~nd for deve i oprnent: 
projects and programmes may be 
covered. 
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Commission text 

2. systematic efforts must be made to seek 
financial contributions from partners 
(countries, local communities, undertakings, 
individual recipients) within the limits of 
their possibilities and according to the nature 
of each operation. Taxes and dut les and the 
purchase price of land shall be excluded from 
Community financing. 

3. Study costs and the short and long-term use 
of experts to assist the recipients and the 
Commission In devising general policles, 
identifying and preparing operations, and 
monitoring and evaluating them shall normally be 
covered by CommunIty resources, eIther as part 
of the financIng for i nd i vI dua I ope rat Ions or 
separately. 

Article 10 

Participation in invitations to tender and 
purchasing and other.contracts shall be open on 
equa 1 terms to a II natura I or I ega I persons of 
the Member States. 

With regard to financial and technical 
assistance, such participation shall usually be 
extended to the recipient State and may also be 
extended, case by case, to other developing 
countries. 

In exceptional cases which are duly Justified, 
other countries of origin may be allowed for 
specific components. 

Article 11 

1. Aid projects and programmes for which 
Community funding exceeds ECU 2 million and also 
any substantial modifications and necessary 
overruns of more than 20% of the amount 
initially agreed for these operations shall be 
adopted according to the procedure laid down in 
Article 12(2). 

Amendments 

2. Systematic ef:orts must be made 
to seek contributions from 
partners (countries, local 
communities, undertakings, 
individual recipients) within, 
the limits of their 
possibilities and according to .. 
the nature of each operation. • 
Taxes and duties and the 
purchase price of land shall be 
excluded from Community 
financing. 
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Commission text 

2. The procedure laid down In Article 12(3) 
sha 1 1 be to I lowed, ·If need be, for the adopt ion 
of acts required to establish: 

,_ 

coordination between Community cooperation 
schemes and bilateral schemes that may be 
undertaken by the Member States, 
the Indicative multlannual guidelines that 
app 1 y to the maIn partner count r-1 es, 
the areas ·of cooperation according to 
subject or sector. 

·Article 12 

1. The Commission shall be assisted by a 
committee composed of the representatives of the 
Member States and chaired. by the representative 
of the Commission. 

2. The representative of the Commission shall 
submit to the committee a draft of the measures 
to be taken. The commIttee sha I I ·de II ver Its 
opinion on the draft within a time limit which 

~~the chairman may lay down according to the 
~-urgency of the matter. The opinion shall be 
·delivered by the majority l·aid ·down in 
Article 148(2) of the Treaty in the case of 
decisions which the Council is required to adopt 
on a proposal from the Commission. The votes of 
the representatives of the Member States within 
the committee sha II be weighted in the manner 
set out in that Article. The chairman shall not 
vote. 

The Commission shall adopt measures which shall 
apply immediately. However, if these measures 
are not in accordance with the opinion of the 
committee, they sha II be communicated by the 
Commission to the Counci I forthwith. In that 
event, the Commission defer application of 
the measures which it has decided for a per~od 
of one month. 

Amendments 

1. The Commission shall be· 
responsible for managing the aid and 
implementing the appropriations 
agreed by the budgetary authority. 
It shall be assisted by a committee 
composed of the representatives of 
the Member States and chaired by the 
representative of .the Commission. 

.. - ·~-
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Commission text 

The Counci I, acting by a qual lfied majority, may 
take a different decision within the time I imlt 
referred to in the second subparagraph. 

3. The representative of the Commission shall 
submit to the committee a draft of the 
measures to be taken. The committee shall 
deliver Its opinion on the draft within a time 
limit which the chairman may lay down according 
to the urgency of the matter. if necessary by 
taking a vote. 

The opinion shall .be recorded In the minutes; in 
addition, each Member State shall have the right 
to ask to have Its position recorded in the 
minutes. 

The Commission shall take the utmost account of 
the opinion delivered by the committee. It 
sha 1 1 inform the commIttee of the manner In 
which its opinion has been taken into account. 

Article 13 

The Commission shall submit to the Council and 
the European Parliament an annual report on the 
implementation of this Regulation, setting out 
the results achieved and presenting the projects 
and programmes financed during the year. 

In addition, a comprehensive report giving the 
results of the regular evaluation undertaken 
shall be presented at the end of each five-year 
period. 

Amendments 

(Unchanged) 

(Unchanged) 

_ ... -

' 

The Commission shall submit .to the 
Council and the European Parliament 
an annual report on the 

.implementation of this Regulation, 
setting out the results of the 
implementation of the budget as 
regards commitment and payment 
appropriations and presenting the 
ana presenting the projects and 
programmes.financed during the 
year. 

In addition, a comprehensive report 
giving the results of the regular 
evaluation undertaken shall be 
presented to the Council and 
Parliament at the end of each five
year period in order not only to 
assess implementation but also to 
decide whether to maintain or modify 
the guidelines applicable to this 
aid. 



'! 

-- , .. ., -

Article 14 

Regulation CEEC) No 442/81 Is hereby repealed. 

Any reference to that Regulation shall be deemed 
to be a reference to this Regulation. 

This Regu I at ion sha II enter 
third day following that of 
the Official Journal 
European Communities. 

Article 15-

Into force on the 
Its publication In 

of the 

This Regulation. shall be binding in Its entirety 
and directly applicable In all ~ember States. 

Done at Brussels, For the Counc II 
The President 
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